The application period at the UA Ruhr generally takes place from May to the end of June.

The following documents must be uploaded to the online application portal:

- Completed application form
- Certificate of participation in the preparational program from the Goethe Institute
- TestDaF (for applications for the Ruhr University Bochum and TU Dortmund University: total of 16; for applications for the University of Duisburg-Essen: min. 4 in each section), DSJ II or Goethe-Language Certificate C2
- TestAS (core test and subject test both at least 160)
- Translated and notarized school transcript
- Copy of passport in color
- English language certificate B2 is required for some subjects
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Contact
Project Lead
Elina Merk
Tel: +49 (0) 234 32-27374
E-Mail: studienbruecke@rub.de

RUHR UNIVERSITY BOCHUM
Hussam Al Khalaf
Tel: +49 (0) 234 32-27676
E-Mail: studienbruecke@rub.de

TU DORTMUND UNIVERSITY
Sonja Breiholtz
Tel: +49 (0) 231 755-6349
E-Mail: studienbruecke@tu-dortmund.de

UNIVERSITY OF DUISBURG-ESSEN
Vanessa Schumacher
Tel: +49 (0) 201 183 3940
E-Mail: studienbruecke@uni-due.de

STUDY BRIDGE PROGRAM
University Alliance Ruhr
You can start studying with us after successfully completing the preparatory program at the Goethe-Institut. This program prepares you for higher education. To gain direct access to language skills to gain direct higher education.

The Technical University of Dortmund has gained a special profile with 27 locations in various subjects: engineering, social sciences and cultural studies. The university has around 30,300 students and 5,600 employees, including around 300 professors. The curriculum comprises around 40 degree programs, including both traditional and innovative subjects, some unique offerings and a broad-based teacher training program for all types of schools.

The Ruhr University Bochum (RUB) offers excellent research and teaching in all major scientific disciplines. Humanities, natural sciences, engineering and medicine are taught on one campus. With 38,400 students, UDE is one of the ten largest universities in Germany. Its broad campus. With its 21 faculties, over 38,872 students and more than 6,598 employees, it is one of the ten largest universities in Germany. The RUB is one of the most successful and leading research universities in Germany and has also made a name for itself internationally through its excellence programs, promotion of young scientists and outstanding achievements in research.

The Ruhr University Bochum (RUB) offers excellent research and teaching in all major scientific disciplines. Humanities, natural sciences, engineering and medicine are taught on one campus. With 38,400 students, UDE is one of the ten largest universities in Germany. Its broad spectrum of subjects range from the humanities, social sciences and education to economics, engineering, natural sciences and medicine. Since its foundation in 1803, the UDE has developed into a globally recognized research university. It ranks third among the world’s best universities founded after the turn of the millennium. In the Times Higher Education Ranking, it is ranked 16th among the top 250 international universities that are less than 50 years old.